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Historically the architectural competition has been a testing ground for new 
ideas. It was understood as a space in which research and development, as well as 
the creation of critical architectural proposals, were possible. Today, competition 
architecture has increasingly become a service provision for the jury and a 
ful!llment of the technical requirements of the brief – in other words, simply what 
is needed to win the competition. 
     Needs are generating ideas whereas ideas should be generating needs. "e 
outcome is often predictable and conventional, stripping competitions of their 
signi!cance as a critical tool.

)-,KD2D0
- What needs to be changed, and how, in order to make competitions once again a tool 
for generating new ideas?

- What can be changed to improve the interaction between commissioner, client and end-
user in the competition process?

- How do the mechanisms of competitions a&ect the built environment?
- What is the potential of architecture competitions?

(T') ('^* d$P 4)` (T* eP*)('$%) 4%& d$P 6'f* (T* 4%)a*5)
"is competition attempts to instigate change by challenging the established in 
a critical but constructive manner. Join us by contributing the questions not yet 
asked! "ere are no !xed requirements regarding submitted material. Entries could 
be in the form of a text, manifesto, collage, illustration, SMS, image, fax, diagram, 
installation, paper architecture, runners up, brief, historical material, etc.

"e essential idea is to explore the potential of the architectural competition – it is 
up to you how to communicate it. Please address the principle question of how to 
return to a condition where competitions generate ideas rather than simply deliver 
solutions. "e format and material should be in relation to the concept of your 
submission.

We challenge experienced architects to take part and share their perspective on the 
matter.
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hat is exciting about his moment in time is that 
US didn’t have a plan, or funding, or even an idea 

– their only motivation was competition. As in the 
American Dream: the entire modus operandi is to compete. 

"e submitted material is quite diverse representing a 
range of very diSerent formats including short text mes-
sages, e-mails, digital movies, sound bites, diagrammatical 
representations, boards with written statements, letters of 
recommendations, actual design proposals, boards with 
written dialogs, explicit images with hidden messages, 
cartoons and hand drawings.

In general most of the entries are extremely critical without 
oSering new ideas. At the same time, it is clear that many 
entries come from young architects, frustrated with their posi-
tion, desperate to get IN to so-called established circles. 

What is interesting about this experience/experiment is 
that, rather than !nd new ideas about competitions, new 
directions or new issues that are concerning competitions, 
this process rather helps us reframe some of the ideas we 
already have about competitions and translate that critique 
back into the ‘real’ models that architects are working with. 

As jury members the competition confronted us with 
our own professional relationships to competitions. 

“Not only does it matter which principles we chose, but also 
which forces, which people will apply them.”  
^8/281D  ;.<-:

"e forces that apply are too often too weak. 

Unfortunately no ‘!nal solutions’ to the struggle for better 
conditions for architectural competitions are found - but 
mounted side by side on the gallery wall the diSerent 
suggestions represented a framework for possible ways to 
rethink and reform architectural competitions. At least 
seven categories or trajectories of future investigations can 
be identi!ed:

A .  #5'('#')^  $g  (T*  '%)('(P('$%
A number of proposals suggested a continued critical 
dialog with the institution of architectural competitions. 
Many of these entries see competitions as a ’bargain mar-
ket’ for Schematic Design services were clients are manag-
ing risk through the exploitation of architects. 

New directions are proposed where everyone can partici-
pate. New models parallel to the current types. System nar-
ratives – how competitions formulate questions, not only 
answers and how these questions can re-inject back into 
the process. Suggestions how this process can be imbedded 
into the decision making process. 

A number of distinct projects are focusing on the 
production of questions as an alternative to the knee jerk-
ing procedure of providing ‘good’ solutions, attempts to 
overturn the standard linear Q+A process. 

M .  4\(*5%4('f*  ^$&*\)
Instead of writing competitions, some proposals sug-
gested to make briefs, or make projects and write briefs 
afterwards. Claiming that the foundation of competitions 
should be new ideas, not any given standards. A feedback 
strategy of thematic and abstract inspiration like A Micro 
Competition.

"ere are concerns about the shifting role of architecture 
and a fear of becoming powerless. And the opposite 
theory: we could use our intelligence to design everything 

– the Nike!cation of design. Everything can somehow be a 
competition.

Some of the entries attempt to reorganize the relation-
ships between projects, investor/!nancier, and architecture 

– into a new framework.
 "e aesthetic of the comic is used in several of the 

projects, Sci-! architecture – an engaging tool for commu-
nication – simultaneously critical and light.

One proposal challenges architects to generate competi-
tions where we are the only competitors – !nding space for 
proposals. 

“On May *0, +.1+ while addressing a special joint session of Congress, the US President 
John F. Kennedy, in an attempt to best the Soviet accomplishment of launching the $rst 
human into space only forty-three days prior, con$dently claimed that the United States 
would land an American on the Moon before the end ofthe decade.”
^1/b  g.0-8/  61E8
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A relatively large number of entries proposed a more inter-
active, dialog based ‘democratic’ and participatory model 
for future competitions. A clear message is: “We shouldn’t 
compete but rather throw all our ideas into a basket and 
remix all ideas into a super project” - bottom up planning 
of competitions.

“Competitions should be a constant generator of the 
problematic and not making solutions”

“We could as a society prosper from more open and 
uncomplicated competition briefs”

H .  4  \'C545d  $g  '&*4)
A handful of submissions is projecting diSerent concepts 
for a world archive of ‘dead’ projects and ideas that was 
too radical, too futuristic or simply too furious to win any 
competition ever. A necropolis of architectural potentials 
and wasted imaginations! 

A warehouse for architectural recycling (WAR) and 
bunkers for protecting intelligence, !elds of attack, 
methods of communication. Re-appropriation of lost 
ideas – reevaluate competitions to give more exposure, a 
repository for ideas that we would never see or have access 
to. 

At the same time one could question that we live in 
an era of information overload, what would a repository 
really add?

F .  `**;  '(  4)  '(  ' )
A few individual entries recommend embracing any future 
competition – believing that creativity cannot die. Some 
optimistic folks out there send the message: Keep it as it is!  

I .  g5**  \P%#T
Using the competition to promote oneself – exploiting 
the magazine for free advertisement and postcard asking 
Conditions to send money now.

N .  #$^^*%(45d  –  ;5$;$)4\)
A group of strange or ‘out of category’ entries is submitted. 
Like colorful building proposal and hand drawings of 
enormous steel structures erecting into a burning sky, 
sound bites and smart phone snapshots with hidden 
messages and Swastika like traces “… to visualize the 
common Austrian conservative political consciousness 
through infra red led’s only visible by mobile phone 
cameras”. 

4%%$P%#*^*%( 
"e jury decided to nominate one !rst and one second 
price: 

A !rst prise of M.@@@ G goes to Q&A - An experienced 
architect shares her perspective on architectural competitions 
of today and a possible tomorrow in a session of questions and 
answers.

"e project Q+A takes the format of a !ctitious interview. 
"is work is powerful as a succinct criticism of the status 
quo of architectural competitions, from its unsustainable 
linear logics (action, reaction, result) to the ‘limited 
professional territory’ in which architects operate. 

A compelling analogy is made by Q+A to the incredulous 
moment in American history – the design of the voyager 
golden disk – a tool, which would be able to describe 
in very few words the nature of our existence on the 
planet earth. Competition processes predicate this type of 
communication oversimpli!cation. 

A second prise of F@@ G goes to anonymous letter: 
To whom it may concern

Two entries were recommended for honourable 
mentioning: CoCrOACH and WarPanel.

"e jury will also like to mention: So you want to launch 
an architectural competition….why?, Picture_urban_hack_
to_visualize_the_common_austrian_conservative_political_
consciousness_through_infra_red_led’s_only_visable_by_
mobile_phone_cameras.jpg and Architectural Competitions 
and ‘Nation-Building’ – Can ‘architecture’ build a nation?
for interesting contributions.

#$%#\P)'$%
Jury – there is a risk in ‘missing’ things because you were 
looking for something, and there is a risk that the things 
you’re looking for actually becomes its own incessant 
critique. 

Idea of competitions, the beauty of competitions: F@W 
of the entries received are saying, “let’s not compete; let’s 
get rid of the institution of competition”. THE competi-
tion is the way that ‘we’ can return to a territory for build-
ing intelligence. Without that building of intelligence we 
would devolve as architects. 

One of the greatest potentials of a competition of 
this type is the collective intelligence gained through 
the entire body of work generated. Unfortunately, the 
audience for work in such a context as this is generally 
small and hence the inRuence is marginal. 

With #$%&'('$%)  taking the lead, the potential 
expands exponentially, instigating a much-needed 
discourse.
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